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Buffer Requirement 

For Mining Leases M45/531 and M45/689  
 

Please find enclosed our desktop assessment of requirement for a buffer, around the mining lease 

M 45/531 and M45/689 at South Hedland.   

 

 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

 
Owen Pitts 

DIRECTOR 
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Background 

The Housing Authority is wishing to rezone an area at the SE corner of South Hedland from rural to 
residential development (see Figure 1).  The area partly lies within an EPA recommended 500 m 
buffer around the Pippingarra Sand Pit.  This land is owned by BJ Young Earth Moving Pty Ltd and 
comprises: 

 Mining Lease 45/531 - 100.35 Hectares area under lease (Active); 
 Mining Lease 45/689 - 76.71 Hectares area under lease (Active); and 
 Mining Lease 45/800 - 105 Hectares area under lease (Under Native Title). 

 
The 500 m buffer is thought to be adopted from the WA Separation Distances (EPA, 2005) (or its 

precedents), and is generic only, in that it does not take into account: 

 The size of the operations;  
 The dust management practices undertaken on the site;  
 The topography; 
 Vegetation such as presence of shelter belts; and 
 The meteorology.   

 
Therefore, Air Assessments have been contracted to investigate the appropriateness of this buffer 
and if the factors above should influence its size. 
 
Operations at Site 

BJ Young’s web page states that that the Pippingarra Sand Pit contains material suitable for general 
fill, with the material having a good clay content and plasticity index.  It is generally used on an as-
needs basis with 1,000 to 10,000 m3 extracted per year.  However, to date, one major contract with 
150,000 cubic metres has been extracted for the Port Hedland Gas Turbine Power Station in 2013.   
It is understood that the sand is excavated with a front end loader or excavator loading to trucks at 
the sand pit face with no screening.  The latest excavations have been occurring at the north west 
extent of the current pit, with the trucks leaving the site on an unpaved road at the western edge of 
the sanitary landfill until meeting the sealed road to the north of this (see Figure 1). 
 
Sources of dust at the sand pit will be the loading activities (dropping the material into the trucks), 
dust generated from vehicle movement and wind erosion for periods of strong winds.  It is 
considered from experience that for most meteorological conditions, the largest source of dust at the 
proposed residential area will be the trucks moving on the unsealed roads outside the lease itself.  
This occurs as these roads pass very close (tens of metres) to the proposed residential areas. 
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Figure 1 Location of Mining Leases (inner black line) and 500m buffer (outer black line). Area 

of most recent excavation (red rectangle) 

 
 

Recommended Generic Buffer Distances 

The recommended separation or buffer distances by the WA EPA and other regulators for sand 
extraction within Australia are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1  Recommended Minimum Buffer Distances in Australia 

Jurisdictions Category Recommended Buffer 

(m) 

Western Australia EPA 
(2005) 

Extractive Industries – sand and limestone extraction.  
Factors of concern being noise and dust (see page 30) 

300 to 500 depending 
on size 

South Australia (2007) Extractive Industries No Blasting 

Note no difference for size of operation, but the buffer 
can be varied due to influencing factors 

300 

Victoria EPA (2013) “Mine for other minerals “ with “Premises involving 
crushing screening, stockpiling and conveying (see 
page 9) 

250 

A.C.T  (2014 draft) Extractive industries with no blasting (page 11) 300 

Note:   An internet search did not find any NSW EPA recommended buffer or separation distances. 

 

Table 1 indicates that the WA EPA recommend a buffer between 300 to 500m depending on the 
size.  However, there is no explicit guidance on what “size” constitutes a 500 m buffer as opposed to 
300 m.  Other states and territories indicate typically a smaller separation distance of around 300 m.  
 

Considering other Influencing Factors 

The South Australian EPA (2007) regulations allows for the generic buffer to be modified by 
influencing factors.   
 
“If site specific circumstances appear to indicate a reason for departing from the recommended 
separation distance (eg scale of operation, local topography, state of the art technology etc), a 
separation distance different from the recommended distances may be able to be justified. 
The onus will be on the party seeking an amendment to the recommended distance to 
demonstrate that the designated separation distance is inappropriate for the particular 
situation. 
 
As a guide, the following criteria should be addressed when seeking a site-specific variation from 
the recommended separation distance: 

• the scale of operation of the proposal (eg the proposed plant is significantly smaller than the 
normal operation for that activity and it will produce substantially lower emissions) 

• the standard of emission control technology to be used (eg will have a standard of emission 
control technology significantly better than the good level of control normally applied to 
that activity, ie Best Available Technology, rather than BATEA) 

• evidence of the effectiveness of the proposed technology 
• an environmental audit of residual emissions (air, water, noise, waste) from an existing 

plant, on the proposed site or a similar plant at another site that has been carried out an 
made available to the EPA 

• details of how the residual emissions will be addressed 
• details of any history of complaints arising from residual emissions from an existing plant, 

on the proposed site or a similar plant at another site 
• details on how the proposed development may comply with industry guidelines (available) 
• existence of new applicable research 
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• the existence of exceptional topographic, meteorological or other circumstances that will 
affect the emission or dispersion of residual emissions 

• evidence from tools such as odour modelling, demonstrating that the potential odour impact 
is less than the EPA odour criteria for normal conditions and other conditions including 
times of higher emissions from accident, power failure, equipment failure, unusual 
meteorological 

• conditions or human error”. 
 
The SA EPA provides explicit guidance how to vary the buffer due to two of these factors: the 
vegetation between activity and receptor and the terrain.  This is done by incorporating 
multiplicative weighting factor, vis: 
 

Recommended distance =  generic value x surface roughness (vegetative) factor x terrain 

weighting factor  

 

The roughness factor varies from 1 for minimal vegetation, to as low as 0.77 for heavily wooded and 
0.68 with a significant hill or ridge between the source and the receptor in question.  Terrain factors 
vary from 0.5 when the receptor is upslope in a narrow valley to 1.6 if down-slope in a broad valley.  
For the area between the sand pit and proposed residential area, a surface roughness factor of 1 
would be determined based on minimal vegetation, with a terrain factor of 1 for a flat surface.  As 
such, no change in the generic buffer distance would be recommended for these two factors. 
 
For the other factors not explicitly covered in the SA guidance the following conclusions are made: 
 
Wind Patterns 
 The wind roses for the region are shown in Figure 2 and by time of day in Figure 3. 
 

 

Figure 2 Wind Roses at Boodarie 2004/2005 
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Figure 2 Wind Roses at Boodarie 2004/2005 by time of day 

 

12 am 3 am 

6 am 9 am 

12 pm 3 pm 

6 pm 9 pm 
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Figure 2 indicates that the predominant wind is north westerly and to a lesser extent from the ESE to 
SE.  The variation of the wind with time of day Figure 3 shows southerly (SW through to SE 
winds), where winds from the sand pit will be towards the proposed residential area occur primarily 
in the early morning (midnight through to 9am).  For the majority of these times (up to 6am or 7am) 
there will be no operations and the winds are light (therefore no wind erosion), therefore the majority 
of “southerly” winds will not generate a dust impact on the proposed residences.  Winds during the 
day when operations will occur, apart from the early morning (up to around 9am) have less frequent 
winds to the proposed residential area.   
 
In terms of wind erosion, strong winds occur in the morning around 9am from the SE to E and in the 
afternoon from the NW quadrant.  The morning strong  winds occur particularly in the ”winter” 
months and can be a source of wind erosion for open areas as evidenced at other sites in the region.  
For such winds, dust from wind erosion at the sand pit will typically pass to the south of the 
proposed residential area, though any dust from the northern end of the pit may pass along the south 
and SW corner of the proposed area (see Figure 3).   
 

 
Figure 3 Direction of dust from wind erosion under the strong E to SE morning winds (white 

arrows) 

 
From midday onwards, with the onset of the sea breeze and N to NW winds, any dust generated 
from the site would be blown away from the residential area.   
 
Therefore considering the wind patterns, dust from daytime operations should have a relatively small 
impact to the north in the proposed area (apart from up to 9am).  Dust from wind erosion may 
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potentially have some impact to the south and SW of the proposed area dependent on the erodibility 
of the bare areas in the sand pit.  The greatest impact from the sand pit would be to the SE and then 
to the W and WNW due to the frequency and strength of winds in those directions. 
 
For the other influencing factors, size of operations, typically this is very small, with less than 
10,000 m3 excavated per year.  However, in 2013 there was a sizeable excavation of 150,000 m3.  As 
such, based on the typical very small operations, a buffer of at most 300m is indicated.  Given 
however, there is the possibility of a future large excavation campaign (as per 2013), a larger buffer 
is probably prudent. 
 
Lastly in terms of dust controls, the level of controls on site is not known, but it is considered that 
these would be no better than average controls for sand excavation operations.  For wind erosion, it 
appears that no rehabilitation of the previously mined areas has been made.   As such, there is the 
potential for sizeable dust generation dependent on the erodibility of the bare areas.  To verify this, 
inspection of the surface of the mine is required to confirm the erodibility of the previously mined 
areas surface.  As such, given the uncertainty as to the erobility, a cautious approach to not reduce 
the buffer is argued. 
 
Conclusions 

Based on the review the following are concluded: 

 Based on buffers recommended around Australia, a 300m buffer is the typical size 
recommended.  Other states and territories recommended buffers range from 250 to 300 m. 
The current 500 m buffer around the sand pit is based on the upper range of values (300 to 
500m) in the WA EPA guidance and is considered only likely for a very large operation and 
downwind of prevailing winds.  

 Considering factors that influence the dust impact, importantly the low frequency of SE to 
SW winds during the day (especially after 9am) and the generally very small operations add 
support to only a 300m buffer being required to the north of the sand pit.  Against this 
however, is that strong SE winds do occur in the morning, such that dust could potentially 
impact the south western side of the proposed area IF the exposed areas in the sand pit are 
erodible.  Additionally, though the operations are typically small, the 2013 excavation 
indicates that large excavations could occur potentially in the future.   

 As such based on the above it is considered likely that a 300m will be sufficient to the north 
of the sand pit, but given the factors above (large bare areas of unknown erodbility and the 
possibility of a future large mining campaign) a buffer of 500m is probably still warranted. 

 Of note it is considered that dust from vehicles on the unpaved roads outside the lease will 
create more of an impact on the proposed residential areas (due to amount of dust emitted 
and much closer proximity).  As such, improvements to these road surfaces should be 
considered dependent on the vehicular numbers on these roads. 
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